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Board to speed ‘rep’ proposal;
survey finds mixed views
By Margaret Fournier
Rick Tabisz, Associated Student
Body president, said Wednesday
he is prepared to submit to the
Board of Trustees, if asked, a
proposal concerning the election of
a student representative to the
board.
Tabisz has asked in a letter to
Roger Schmiege, board chairman,
that the matter be put on the
agenda for the next board meeting
Oct. 10.
The law that provides for the
student representative states that
an initial referendum must be held
to determine the method of
selection of the representative.

advice from Dr. Rodney Berg,
college president, and the student
government as to the best way to
conduct the election.
Hoekstra said he is meeting with
Berg this week to discuss the
referendum. He said he hopes to
hold the method of selection
referendum this month and would
like to see the representative
seated by the November board
meeting.
Tabisz said his proposal is to
hold the referendum during the
week beginning Oct. 29 and
preferably on Wednesday and
Thursday, since there are more
students on campus then.
Hoekstra said the board is
seeking a unanimity of opinion as
to just what the student
representative can do on the
board. However, he said in the
board attorney’s opinion the
student will be able to participate
in all board procedures except
voting.

The proposal outlines ideas the
student government has on the
best way to conduct the referen¬
dum, according to Tabisz. He said
he had also offered the board any
assistance they may need from the
students in conducting the
referendum.
Henry
Hoekstra,
board
The results of a Courier survey
secretary, said the referendum
would be conducted by the on the status of the election of a
secretary of the board as state student representative to the
statute dictates, but he will seek Board of Trustees at other area
schools shows a variety of opinion
on how the process is to be han¬
dled.

Native Tanzanian carvings such
as these are on display in the LRC.
See story on Page Two. - Photos by
Scott Burket.

Defer asking
firearms
for security
A request to the Board of
Trustees to authorize campus
security officers to carry firearms
is not planned now, according to
Vice-President John Paris.
He said security officers are
required to complete the basic law
enforcement course at the Police
Institute. Part of this course is to
familiarize them with the use of
firearms.
Paris said in his opinion the
officers should have some kind of
protection, especially during hours
the campus is closed, but that he
personally would prefer the use of
trained dogs rather than guns. He
said there have been incidents
where an officer has had to hold
several law violators for up to 45
minutes while waiting for the
Sheriff’s police to arrive.
Elmer Rosin, head of campus
security, also said he feels his men
need some kind of protection, but
he has no immediate plans to
request permission for them to
carry firearms.
Campus officers, according to
Paris, are required to respond to
calls for help from other police
agencies and because of this
should be familiar with the use of
firearms.
Since C / D was annexed to Glen
Ellyn, campus officers have
became closely related with the
Glen Ellyn police, who now can
come on campus at any time with
firearms. Paris said he would
rather have campus violators
handled by campus officers than
outsiders.

The survey of other schools has above. The election is being
produced the following results:
conducted by the student govern¬
Triton College
ment, according to Marty Krause,
The president of the student UGSA
steering
committee
government has been sitting on the member.
Board of Trustees as a non-voting Rock Valley College
member for two years. According
The student government held a
to the assistant dean of students, referendum for the method of
they are studying the new bill to selection prior to Oct. 1. The
determine if it is necessary for choices were 1) election by
them to have an election to change students and faculty, 2) election by
their present situation.
students, 3) appointment by
student government. Election by
Sangamon State
The referendum for the method students was the choice and, ac-.
of selection of the student cording to a student government
representative was held Sept. 26, spokesman, they plan to hold the
27, and 28. The choices on the ballot election on Oct. 16, 17, and 23.
He also said there have been
were 1) direct election by the
student body, or 2) election by the some differences of opinion with
representative assembly. Direct the administration as to the
election by the student body was legality of their referendum. The
the winning choice and the election Association of Student Govern¬
will be held Oct. 24 and 25. The ments, however, has said that it
election was conducted by the was legal.
Morton College
student government.
College President Dr. Guarna
University of Illinois
The referendum for the method said a letter had been sent to the
of selection is scheduled for Oct. 11 Board’s attorney requesting
and 12. The choices on the ballot clarification of duties and
will be 1) at large election, 2) joint responsibilities of the student
appointment
by
the
Un¬ representative before holding a
He
said
the
dergraduate Student Association referendum.
(UGSA) and the Graduate Student referendum when held would be
Association, or 3) none of the supervised by the secretary of the
board but conducted by the student
government.
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Free picnic
on Tuesday

Student Activities is sponsoring
a free feed Tuesday, Oct. 9, on the
south terrace of A Bldg. The
festivities will feature the “Long
Island Sound” and 2,000 pieces of
chicken.
In case of rain the picnic and
concert will be held in the Con¬
hours are Sunday through Thur¬ vocation Center. The giant moon
sday, 8 p.m. - 1 a.m. and Friday walk will put in another classic
appearance.
and Saturday, 8 p.m. - 2 a.m.
As far as the food and drink
establishments are concerned,
Yorkshire Pub is serving the
younger set with two I.D.’s
required. Live entertainment is
given Tuesday through Sunday,
light and dark beer will be 60
cents a glass; wine 75 cents a glass
and pitchers $2.50. The Pub’s hours
College of DuPage may not have
are Monday through Thursday,
11:30 a.m. - 1 a.m.; Friday - a student representative council
this year pending decision of a
Saturday, 11:30 a.m. - 2 a.m. and
committee appointed to study the
Sunday 3:30 p.m. to 1 a.m.
new constitution, according to
The Big Banjo, like a lot of the
eating establishments, is anxious Rick Tabisz, Associated Student
Body president.
to maintain its family atmosphere.
A new constitution was voted in
They will require at least 2 I.D.’s.
last spring by the student body.
Banjo Sing-Alongs are live and The question that the committee
nightly. Beer and wine is served must decide is whether the con¬
and beer is 50 cents a glass or $2.00 stitution really fits the needs of the
a pitcher. Banjo’s hours are 4 p.m.- students, Tabisz said.
Under the new constitution one
Please turn to Page 5
student representative would be
elected from each cluster, and
would form the governing body
along with the ICC chairman, the
Program Board chairman and
four students elected at large.
continue until the new campus Tabisz said, however, that many
center is built, hopefully within the people have questioned whether
next two to three years.”
C/D really needs a student
The proposed new Campus government.
Center, still on the drawing
“The issue is whether to elect or
boards, tentatively will be located not to elect, pending results of the
on the northwest comer of the committee.” Tabisz said he would
compus and will contain four like to see the election take place,
major food service areas. As yet “because it would get more people
no funds have been appropriated helping other people.” Tabisz said
for the construction of the building. he feels that for a lot of people who
There is a bill in the state would like to get involved now the
legislature that would allow opportunity is not there.
community colleges to issue
The student government offices
revenue bonds. Because of the are in N-4. Tabisz said his office is
backing this bill has received, open between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Gibson said, “I am highly op¬ He is usually in his office between 1
timistic that it will pass within the and 2 p.m. daily, he said, and his
next session.”
extension is 450 or 451.
October 4, 1973

New clientele fills area bars
By Steve Pierce
They’re off and running. Run¬
ning to the liquor store,
restaurants and bars. Since
midnight Sunday the 19 and 20year-old drinkers have been
having a field day.
To find out what the local
merchants feel about this new law,
the Courier Sunday night in¬
terviewed a few establishments at
random, with these results.
Granny’s on North avenue in
Glendale Heights seemed to be
undecided about the law. The I.D.
checker seemed hesitant to discuss
the issue. He did say that em¬
ployees and employers alike didn’t
know what they were going to do.
The Corporation on North
avenue near Rt. 83 in Elmhurst
was happy to say that all 19 and 20year-olds were welcome. There
will be live music nightly. Beers
are 75 cents and mixed drinks
$1.25. On Wednesday, Friday and

Saturday nights from 8:30 to 9:30
Happy Hour prices are 25 cents
beer, 50 cents mixed drinks.
Corporation hours are Sunday and
Thursday, 8:30 p.m. - 1 a.m.;
Friday and Saturday, 8:30 p.m. to
2 a.m.
The Spinnaker on Roosevelt Rd.
in Glen Ellyn was firm about the
fact that they are not going to
serve any 19-20s. They did on
Monday night, though. It looks as if
they will serve but are not in¬
terested in catering to any large
younger crowds.
Rush West seemed ready for the
change. They require as a rule
three I.D.’s and reserve the right
to ask for six. They have live en¬
tertainment nightly. Seven nights
a week there will be 25 cent beers
served between 8 and 9 p.m. After
that hour the beer is 75 cents and
mixed drinks are $1.25. Business

Serve snack food in A bldg.
For students who attend classes
in A Building, grabbing a snack or
having a complete meal usually
means dropping a coin in a ven¬
ding machine or taking a long hard
trek across the bogs and Lambert
Road to the Campus Center.

is hoped that this service and the
assorted vending machines will
keep pace with the present student
demand at the new building, said
Ernest Gibson, director of the
Campus Center.

Fortunately this situation is to
change within the next four to six
weeks with the arrival of food
service equipment.

At the Campus Center, food
prices have risen only 4 percent
over the past year, Gibson said.
There are no plans to lessen the
quality or choice of food in the
Campus Center, he said.

Until then, temporary food
service has been set up to ac¬
commodate students between 6:30
a.m. to 2 p.m. Food selection,
consisting of various drinks and
snacks, will be served on portable
food carts in the student lounges. It

“We hope to be able to set up a
portable cafeteria within the next
six to eight weeks in the four labs
on the plaza level in the A
Building,” Gibson said. “This
system of food preparation will

Ponder fate
of Student
Council
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Budget cuts begin pinching most clusters
By Gigi Arthur

Most of the College of DuPage
clusters are feeling the pinch of
reduced budgets this year, of¬
ficials said here Wednesday.
Some of the budget cuts resulted
from the fact that many satellite
courses formerly offered by the
clusters are now under the Con¬
tinuing Education program and
funds formerly used by the
colleges to finance these programs
have now been transferred to the
new college.
Other serious cutbacks are in the
areas of part-time instructors and
student aids for the various
colleges.
Officials said that the budget is
still in a fluid state and that they
hope to have more funds available
as time goes on.
Ernie LeDuc, from Omega
College, said he thinks Omega will
feel the pinch most in the winter
and spring quarters. According to
LeDuc, part-time help funds for
Omega College were cut almost in
half this year. Also, Omega uses a

lot of student help in places like the
photography lab and they are
already feeling the pinch in these
areas.
LeDuc said federal funds are
available to all of the colleges
wishing to hire student aids, but it
is hard to find students who qualify
to be hired under this plan. The
federal funds will pay 80 per cent
of the student’s salary while the
college is responsible for the
remaining 20 per cent.
Dean Tom Thomas of Kappa
College said he does not think his
college will feel the effects of the
fund cut-back. According to
Thomas,
Kappa’s
courses
requiring part-time instructors are
usually self-supporting and Kappa
uses few student aids.
William Johnson, who recently
became assistant dean of Delta
College, said he had not been in the
job long enough to know how the
budget would affect Delta’s of¬
ferings. He said he hopes to build a
better budget for next year.
Sigma college’s dean Ted Tilton

Before you buy

said the budget pinch had not had
any effect on the fall offerings, but
like Omega, felt that the pinch
would come in the winter and
spring quarters. According to
Tilton, Sigma did not have funds
cut for student aids, having been
allocated the same amount as last
year. However, he said, thisamounts to a cut since Sigma is
serving many more students this
year.
Sigma is feeling the pinch in the
area of capital outlay, Tilton said.

Call
• 20% savings tor faculty
•Good student discount
• Driver training credit
• Financial Responsibility
• Motorcycles all CC's

Bradley/Bradley
Insurance Agency

budget cuts at all, according to
dean Dr. William Leppert. “We
are very small to begin with and so
to take anything away would leave
us with nothing,” Dr. Leppert said.
Alpha College has only 200
students and eight faculty
members and no machinery. Their
students take a lot of field trips and
work closely together in small
groups. Dr. Leppert said.
No comments on the budget
were available from Psi College.

LRC exhibits rare carvings
By Scott Burket

If you’ve been in the LRC
recently you may have noticed
several African wood carvings
decorating the shelves, on display
until Oct 12, by owner Janak
Khatau in conjunction with C / D’s
Human Resource Exchange
program.
Khatau, owner of the Eastern
Art Arcade in Woodridge, has
shown the carvings in a number of
other cities such as Philadelphia,
The carvings were made by the
Makonde
woodcarvers,
a
vanishing group of craftsmen from
Tanzania in Eastern Africa.
Khatau, who buys and imports
these carvings directly from the
craftsmen, said there are only a
few hundred of these Makonde
carvers remaining because most
of the younger members of the
tribe are moving to nearby cities.
According to Khatau, the Tan¬
zanian government is trying to
have this art taught in schools so
that it may be preserved.
Khatau sells the carvings to
stores here in the United States.
Prices range from $1.00 for a
keychain or necklace to about
$200.00 for the larger carvings.
Each statue is carved from a
single piece of wood, Khatau said.
The carvers use only a few simple
tools to make the statues. First the

Auto Insurance

“We have not been able to
purchase all of the equipment we
need and not all of the kinds of
equipment we need,” he said.
Sigma’s program is vocationally
oriented and Tilton said the lack of
equipment is hard on the in¬
structors, requiring them to
manage their classrooms much
more closely so that all of the
students in each class have the
opportunity to use all of the
equipment.
Alpha College has not had any

Ole ’ Ole ’

VIVA
RESTAURANTE
Special for college students
With I.D.’s

1 Crisp Taco

as a child because his father had a
business interest there. He lived
near the Makonde tribe and
learned about their customs and
crafts. According to Khatau, the
Makondes are uneducated and
“hot-tempered” and are often used
as watchmen in Tanzania’s sisal
tree plantations.

shape is roughed-out with a
hammer and chisel, then it is
smoothed out with sandpaper. A
wood carver who wants his piece to
be shiny uses black shoe polish to
give it luster. Each statue requires
several weeks’ work.
Khatau said he visited Tanzania
^
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opens on campus
Included in the program are
“outreach” workers who are vets
and students and have first hand
knowledge of the problems a vet
experiences.
The
outreach
workers in the office are Cliff
Lewallen, Elaine Adams, and
Larry Ahlgrim. Dennis said that
vets who contact the outreach
workers learn that through this
program their needs are readily
The Office of Veterans Affairs is satisfied.
specifically aimed toward the
The office is in A2026. The ex¬
growing number of vets in the tensions are 686 or 687.
school and will serve as a com¬
munity service for all vets in the
district According to Dennis, the
DEPOSIT NEEDED SOON
office will help the vet coordinate
Sigma College, in conjunction
services available on campus and with KLM Royal Dutch Airlines, is
advise him of benefits available. It offering students and faculty a
will also serve in an advisory
chance to visit Amsterdam over
capacity to any veterans’
the spring break. The total airfare,
organizations on campus.
round trip including tax, is $195.00,
Dennis said that vets who are a savings of up to $350 over com¬
experiencing difficulty may come mercial airline rates. There are
into the office where the function several options available, which
would be to cut through red tape, to include meals, rooms, and tom's of
get to the source of the problem, various European cities, at
and to clear it up as quickly as minimal cost.
possible.
Persons who plan to take ad¬
He said most vets are unaware vantage of this opportunity must
__
of all
the benefits open to them. He deposit $35.00 on or before Nov. 1
said the goal of his office is to with either the student activities
mgkp positive contact with every office, or with Tom Lindblade, co¬
veteran in the district this year, ordinator of the trip.

An Office of Veterans Affairs,
funded by a Veterans-Cost-ofInstruction grant, has been
established at College of DuPage.
The director is Gerald Dennis.
Dennis came here from Purdue
University where he was an
assistant professor of aviation and
also active in student affairs. He is
an ex-naval aviator.

College of DuPage
Bookstore
Refund Policy
1. You must have cash
register receipt

1 Stein Budweiser
Upon presentation of coupon

2. Books must be clean
and unmarked
3. Books must be
returned within
14 days of purchase
i

i
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Baggies — Blazers — Shirts

A Touch of Heaven
Unisex Boutique

"The total look for guys & girls"
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22d street to get traffic lights
John Paris, administrative vicepresident of College of DuPage,
says street lights will be installed
at 22nd Street and Lambert Road
and also at Park Blvd.
“We hope to have a series of
temporary lights installed in a
matter of days when the weather
permits,” he said. “The five
permanent signals, due to a
shortage of parts, will be installed
in another four to six months. The
total cost of $7,800 will be shared
between the village of Glen Ellyn
and the college. In the future we
hope to do more than just install
traffic lights.”
On Oct. 13 a meeting will be held
between the college and Glen

Ellyn. Among subjects to be
discussed besides the traffic lights
will be a possible dedication of the
North Campus Road to the village.
“This would open the way for the
college to take down the barrier at
the west end of North Campus and
construct a road running west to
Blanchard Road,” Paris said.
“This would eliminate some of the
hazardous driving conditions on
Lambert.”
“We hope to blacktop the eastern
stretch of North Campus Road to
Park Blvd, our engineers estimate
the total cost at some $290,000.”
Once annexed to the village,
North Campus Road would
become 22nd Street, giving the

Wheat&h1
Next to the
Wheaton Theater
665 9020

college new entry ways from the
east and west instead of just from
the north and south on Lambert. If
this proposal is accepted by the
village, construction could begin
by next spring, Paris said.
What is really surprising, Paris
added, is the fact that many
students don’t know that North
Campus Road exists. It is now only
a gravel track about four lanes
wide, but is is passable.
“It’s a wonder why more
students don’t take it up to the new
campus instead of fighting the
traffic on Lambert,” Paris
commented. “Such a change of
habit on the part of student drivers
would greatly decrease the threat
of accidents around the campus.”
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Excavation blamed for flooding
Excavation and new soil have
been partially to blame for the
flooding experienced in A
Building, according to VicePresident John Paris.
The excavation is to provide
about 30 parking spaces for han¬
dicapped students. In the mean¬
time some temporary measures
have been taken to alleviate the
problem such as sandbagging and
digging ditches for water run-off.
Another problem experienced
during the first week in A. Bldg,
was the lack of enough chairs in
some of the classrooms. According
to Augie Batis, supervisor of
building and grounds, all
classrooms had been set up with
sufficient numbers of tables and
chairs the Saturday before school
started. By Monday morning
furniture was missing from many
rooms and later found in offices
and lounges around the building.
Some classrooms that had 30
chairs Saturday were down to 18 on
Monday.
Paris said that not only chairs

INSTANT MONEY
When money is the reason you’re
looking for a job, take a look at
Manpower Temp. Jobs. NO FEES
or CONTRACTS — freedom to
accept or reject assignments.
Work schedule to match your
schedule.
This week’s specials.
Clean a new St. Charles plant for
its grand opening. Hours 6 p.m. to
2:30 a.m. Pay - $20 a nightlight Packing in Itasca. 7 a.m. to
3:30 p.m.
Typing & filing in Glen Ellyn.
8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
CALL 896-0871 for details
MANPOWER
TEMPORARY SERVICES

were taken but tables and even
typewriters were removed to other
parts of the building.
He said adjustments will have to

be made as in any new building.
Staff is working to correct them
and keep things running smoothly,
he said.

Honda
. moi rTizes:

Nos. 5610 4 6610

HONDA Super Sports
50 Second Prizes:
Columbia 10-speed bikes
Guess the number of staples
in the jar.

The jar is approximately 8V*"
high and 10" in circumference.
It’s filled with Swingline Tot
staples. (Look for the clue
about Tot capacity in the
coupon.)
The Tot 50® stapler is un¬
conditionally guaranteed. It
staples, tacks, mends. Only
98** with 1,000 staples at your
stationery, variety or college
bookstore.
Cub® Desk and Hand
staplers are only $1.98*.
And the Super Cub" sta¬
pler with no-slip.

| CLUE:.
(You could fill between
and 300 Tots with the sta¬
ples in the jar.)

no-scratch base, only $2.67*.
Fill in coupon or send post
card. No purchase required.
Entries must be postmarked by
Nov. 30,1973 and received by
Dec. 8,1973. Final decision by
an independent judging organ¬
ization. Prizes awarded to en¬
tries nearest actual count. In
case of tie, a drawing deter¬
mines winners. Offer subject
to all federal, state and Ipcal
laws. Void in Fla. andWash.
and wherever prohibited
or restricted.
•Suggested Retail Price

SWINGLINE HONDA
P.O. Box 169
New York, N.Y. 10016
There are-staples In
the jar. Important: Write your
guess outside the envelope,
lower left hand comer.

Address.
-State-ZipTelephone No-.

Div. of Swingline Inc. *
32-00 Skillman Ave.. L. I.C., N.Y. 11101
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Calling the shots in the school business
Higher education in the States today is a demanding task in
administration. The field is full of highly skilled and
professional administrators. Indeed, in these times of cost
exaggeration and federal grants it takes lots of moxite and
know-how to maintain and especially to construct a con¬
temporary emporium of education.
While it is comforting to feel that people exist who can live
with all this detail, the relationship of the business end of the
college and dissemination of information demands a whole
language and direction of emphasis that may not be in the best
interests of students and teachers.
Historically, of course, students operated the college.
Teachers were hired, fired and depended totally on student
contact for content and presentation of material. Ad¬
ministrators were then hired to protect the lives of the in¬
structors and carry the financial burdens of buildings.
The word administrate has Latin roots indicating service, .
assistance or help. It is the complication of legal respon¬
sibilities that seem to have altered the position of the helping
staff. The need of detailed and extensive data has developed
the stature of the assistant in relation to his degree of political
acumen.
College and university presidents and administrators find it
essential to their work to be in close contact with all of the
major local businessmen and politicians. As the institution
rises and falls in the respect of the area's residents, the ob¬
vious personification of the institution is the man who brings
home the money.
Soon the visible dollars and cents position becomes defined
as "the college". He becomes responsible for the services
provided by "the college" and eventually for the conduct of
classes andestablishing institutional policy.
Of course, it is gross oversimplification to define the ad¬
ministration as one man. Nothing is ever that simple, so it is
said. Yet dealing with the direct and economically pithy ap¬
proach it is difficult to suggest to underlings thoughts that do
not suit existing policy.
The problem then is more complex than the availilability of
communication lines. Indeed it is a conflict in the use of
language. An undercurrent of anticipated frustration seems to

accompany most discussions of procedural adaptations at the
all-college level.
Perhaps there is some justification in the business
managers "running" the school. Often a degree of stan¬
dardization is a primary requirement of our students. They
want to know what value the rest of the world places on their
learning experience.
Within the student body there are people more concerned in
learning than in paper work. That's what administrators were
hired for. Too often requirements become confused with
education. How much does it take to get by, or get out?
Perhaps as a community it is time to reevaluate the
structure of higher learning and question the priorities. One
can't help but wonder at how easy it is to force students to
reveal incredible details of their history, while it is so difficult
to get anyone to answer a question on policy changes in the
institution.
It is interesting that after a lengthy history the policy
making body of Illinois schools is allowing a non-voting single
student voice. A real live student to observe the functioning
arms of institutional goal setting.
It was less than five years ago when college boards
customarily met in secret and the secretary released to the
press and faculty important announcements (pronoun-cements) with a sifting effect to the student. Since then and
violent campus distrubances the state has seen fit to pass an
Open Meeting Act, as well as schedule student reps on college
boards.
In briefs presented to the general assembly on behalf of
HB1628, the issues addressed seem almost ridiculous. Are
students mature and responsible enough to serve on the
board? The question is totally out of place in an institution of
the nature being discussed.
No longer should the pretension of the school as a parent
figure be tolerated. The community is anxiously awaiting open
channels to the direction setting apparatus of their school. The
adversary role playing between student and administrator
must be rearranged in a manner more reflective of mutual
respect and cooperation.
Chuck Maney

V_—Guest editorial - - -

Creative use of power
For a long time I have viewed
heavy
machinery;
notably
bulldozers, graders, etc., as being
enemies of nature. I was struck by
the relative ease with which stands
of trees were hewn down and hills
and fields were demolished, but
my views towards these machines
have changed. Now when I see
heavy machinery in operation, I
see them in a symbolic sense, as
being symbols of power — man’s
power, and I ask myself, when I
see then at work, whether power is
being employed towards ends in
favor of individual gain or
collective well-being.
I hold it as an inescapable truth
the responsibility God gave man
when He said, “Be fruitful, and
multiply, and replenish the earth,
and subdue it: and have dominion
over the fish of the sea, and over

the fowl of the air, and over every
living thing that moveth upon the
earth.” Man has power —
tremendous power — but how he
uses it is the question he must ask
Himself.
When I was enrolled in C / D last
spring, and as I observed the
construction of our new college
building, I couldn’t help but feel
negatively towards it. At that time
it impressed me as being an ugly
monstrosity, a “monument to
ugliness.” I suppose watching the
bulldozers and graders gouge the
land, leaving behind them the raw
impressions of their wheels,
created, to some extent, my an¬
tagonistic feelings towards the
building. But upon returning to
C/D this fall, and experiencing
our new building, I must admit to a
change of opinion. I like it. It’s
rather nice.

Building A (our new college
building) is a humble piece of
architecture which harmonizes
itself through its low design and
color with the Illinois plains which
surround it. The warmth and
richness of color is carried through
to the interior with the use of dark,
red brick and the sparing, but
appreciated, rise of wood.
Space is wonderfully utilized.
Besides giving people a wide range
of visual perspectives within the
building, it frees them from the
claustrophobic feeling of enclosure
through the generous use of glass.
The lighting is sympathetic. No
longer must we knife ourselves
through the poisonous glare of
total illumination which tends to
make us look like zombies or
cadavers sprawled-out upon a
dissecting table, the lighting is
muted and soft.

Just for the record, the demise of Lambert farmhouse. The only thing
we miss is the darkroom.

From where we sit

It has been an eventful week.
The Board of Trustees is to
accept a student member,
campus security office is
asking for guns, and newly
enfranchised
drinkers
displayed a foolhardy lack of
Another thing
which
is tact at Rush West.
noteworthy to mention is the new
We are anxious to hear
sense of value which the building details and discussion on the
gives to educators as well as issuing of firearms. As it
students. It is well that the stands now we see little reason
teachers and students are in an for a change. Just what the
environment conducive to higher status of the question is, or the
learning — an environment which prevelant opinion of the board
should be provided for this most is currently available.
important of institutions.
A more important item in the
bunch is a student sifting with
The workers, designers, and the Trustees. The issue is not
funders of our new building should new. It has been a classic
be acknowledged for their part in request of students for a
creating a building intended for minimum of five years.
The political atmosphere of
the collective well-being of our
society. Theirs is an example of the student population is not
power used creatively and high. There is very little need
beneficially for the benefit of not for the activism of old. Let's
not lose concern and interest,
one, but all.
By Lee Massey however. The time is ripe for

real constructive work. We
should consider the long-range
implications of this move.
The dedicated and ambitious
staff of the Courier is most
sorry about the difficulty some
students must be having in
finding our paper. Eventually
the Courier will be more
conveniently distributed in A
Building. At present the
lounges are the best we can do.
The struggle is complicated
by the lack of a dark room, and
sufficient telephone lines. We
have been assured help is on
the way. Our new building is
otherwise quite what was
needed.
The staff wants to encourage
suggestions and comments
from the student body. We
welcome information and story
ideas. Also we encourage and
assist those interested in
joining our team.
— Chuck Maney.
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If you ’re 19,

Upcoming
Events

it’s now legal
By Dan Lassiter
A new state law effective last
Monday gave 19-20-year-olds the
right to buy and drink beer and
wine.
Bar owners and liquor store
owners must sell beer and wine to
anyone who can prove that he is 19
or older. Refusal to serve these
persons is a violation of their civil
rights and the owner can be
prosecuted.
The law also gives 19-and 20year-olds the right to work and sell
beer and wine in an establishment
which sells them.
State Rep. Aaron Jaffe, who
introduced the bill, gave two
reasons.

He stated that 18-year-olds can
drink in Wisconsin, Michigan,
Iowa and Kentucky. Because these
states border Illinois there was a
tendency for 18-year-olds to
migrate to these states, especially
on Friday and Saturday nights.
Jaffe stated that there have been a
number of traffic fatalities due to
this exodus of teenagers.
Secondly, he stated that Illinois
law is inconsistent in regards to
the 18-year-olds, (Jaffe originally
intended on using 18 as the age
limit). He said that if 18-year-olds
can buy explosives or even adopt a
child, then they should at least
have the right to drink alcoholic
beverages.

There’s no argument:
alcohol abuse dangerous
Alcohol is a mood-changing
drug, research shows. It has the
same effect as heroin, cocaine,
barbiturates and amphetamines.
Because drinking is legal and
alcohol is sold freely across the
United States, many people don’t
realize the dangers. In the United
States alone there are 100 million
people over the age of 15 who
drink. Nine million of these are
problem drinkers, 6 million of
these problem drinkers are em¬
ployed and are costing taxpayers
lillions of dollars yearly in:
—Wasted salaries.
—Accident and medical costs.
—Lowered work production.
—Costs for criminal arrest
>rocedures.
—And workmen’s compensation.
In addition to wasted taxes,
esearch shows that, alcohol abuse
s a factor in:
—Juvenile delinquency.
—Broken homes.
—50 per cent of all fatal traffic
ccidents.
—And one-third of all reported
riminal arrests.
Alcohol is the most abused drug
i the United States. In terms of
ost to society, physical damage to
“« body and its organs, and the
irge number of fatalities

resulting from withdrawal symp¬
toms, alcohol can easily be called
the most serious drug problem.
Alcoholism is a complex,
progressive illness. It ranks fourth
in the United States on the list of
major health problems, only ex¬
ceeded by heart disease, cancer,
and mental illness.
The U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare has termed
it this country’s most neglected
disease.
If not treated, alcoholism ends in
permanent mental damage,
physical incapacity, or even early
death. It is reported that 40 per
cent of all male admissions to state
mental hospitals suffer from
alcoholism. Thirty-one per cent of
those people who take their own
lives are alcoholics. Their suicide
rate is more than 58 times that of
non-alcoholics.
If nothing is done about
alcoholism, it will never get better,
only worse. Facts show that
alcoholism is treatable. Effective
business and industry employee
alcoholism programs boast a
recovery rate of 65 to 75 per cent.
Alcoholics Anonymous now has a
membership of more than 400,000
people.

ESTIMATED % BLOOD ALCOHOL
WITHIN ONE HOUR

Oct. 5: Movie - 8 p.m. "The
Great Northfield Minnesota
Raid," N4 Coffeehouse.
Oct. 6: Movie - 8 p.m. "The
Great Northfield Minnesota
Raid," N4 Coffeehouse.
Oct. 7: Coffee House - Joan-APoor.
Oct. 9: Cluster Picnic - Free
food, plus acid rock band "The
Long Island Sound." South
Terrace A-Building (in case of
rain - Convo Center, MBuilding)

INSTRUCTIONS: Set No. of Drinks (1-oz. Bg-proof alcohol
or approx. 12-oz. beer) to your Body Weight. Read% Blood
Alcohol at arrow in top window. Red indicates danger zone.
If more than 1 hour is spent in drinking, see lower window.
CAUTION: Many drinks have more than 1-oz. of alcohol.

°

Drink/Drive ® Calculator
ESTIMATED

HOURS
SPENT

BLOOD ALCOHOL

tjaSj

wrKfor you
This is a Drink / Drive calculator. It shows estimated blood alcohol
that results from the number of drinks a person takes when correlated
with his weight and the time spent in consuming the drinks. It was
prepared by the Governor’s Traffic Safety Coordinating Committee. It
doesn’t take much.
FREE FILMSERIES
The Villa Park Public Library,
in conjunction with College of
DuPage, will present a five-film
series of political comedies made
in the 30’s and 40’s. Entitled
“Hollywood’s Hilarious View of

Political Hikinks,” the film series
will be open to the public free of
charge. The movies will be shown
every other Monday at 7 p.m.
beginning Oct. 8 in the library at
305 S. Ardmore St.

DATE

TIME

PLACE

Oct.
5 th
& 6th

AT 8 P.M.

Coffeehouse
N-4 Building

♦Plus

Bela Lagosi

in

HELP WANTED male or female, 4
hours or more, all shifts, must be
18 years, $2.50 per hour. Oxford
Products, 250 Gerri Lane, Addison
Ill. 60101.
v^uarier norse ror &aie - Y year
chestnut gelding, good mannered
and versatile. Call Pam 543-4338.
FOR SALE: 1971 Honda 450 CL.
Low mileage - good condition. Must
sell, $650 or best offer. 773-0563.

ADMISSION
"‘Special Low Price
$.50

"The Phantom Creeps"

Ch. 1 & 2

But in moderation . . •
On the other hand, the feel of a
[lass in your hand will relieve your
ensions and nervousness and
nake you appear much more
ittractive. It'D help you to forget
our problems, the test you have in

a few days, and maybe even help
you to climb to the top of that great
social stairway.
To all of you who think you’ll
really make it, bottoms up.

OF THE CEIT0HT.

New beer clientele
Continued from Page I
a.rri. Monday-Saturday and 2
m.-11 p.m. Sunday,
i The revised drinking law has set
ff a spree of unusual events and
Lhasa confusion all over the area.
In Naperville, for instance,
layor Ken Small visited bars and
Restaurants early Monday and said
be didn’t want 19-and 20-year-olds
erved in town. That same night
Mayor Small and the Council met
ind reversed the earlier decision,
bis office told the Courier Tuesday.
Berwyn and Maywood, under the
ew home rule ordinance, are
efusing to sell any liquor to
ersons less than 21 years of age.
At the Stone Cottage Pub, North
ve. and Rt 83, a person under 21,
Ishing to be served was asked to

fill out a form stating name and
driver’s license number and sign
an oath attesting the truth of his
age.
In discussing the 19-20-year-old
issue, many owners and managers
in the area reflected their own
views. Most said that if they had a
choice they wouldn’t serve anyone
under 21 because of the many
hassles involved. They say they
will have to hire more bouncers
and security to handle the crowds.
Many expressed concern the
younger people would be unable to
handle their liquor.
To put it in a nutshell, as one
manager put it, “we donlt want to
see anyone hurt, the customers <ofthe establishments.”

DAUNTLESS! DASTARDLY! DARING! DANGEROUS! DEFIANT!

CLIFF ROBERTSON
'THE GREAT NORTHFIELD, MINNESOTA RAID”
.ROBERT DUVALL Written and directed by PHILIP KAUFMAN •

CO STARRING |

A JENNINGS LANG PRESENTATION

A UNIVERSAL / ROBERTSON AND ASSOCIATES PRODUCTION • TECHNICOLOR®

Coming Soon! Oct. 26 & 27
"Sometimes a Great Notion"

PG

mhhtai cwomki sucSsra

Paul Newman
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Lambert
By James Walsh

That big construction job at
Village Links on Lambert Road is
Glen Ellyn’s new 4-million-dollar
recreation project.
The site, some 350 acres which
straddle both sides of Lambert

Road, will consist of a nine-hole keep the grounds green during the
golf course, five baseball hotter part of the summer. The
diamonds and two football fields. water for this system will be
These facilities should be com¬ pumped from special wells in the
pleted by spring.
Glen Ellyn area.
The complex will also include an
“The system will only use rain
automatic sprinkler system to
water so as not to disturb water
supplies in the immediate
vicinity,” said Lee Hesterman,
chairman of the recreation
committee.
Hesterman also outlined plans
calling for the construction of a
combination trilevel indoor hockey
rink and tennis courts.

VIVA
RESTAURANTE

“The final bond issue for this
building is still in the planning
stages,” said Hesterman. “If it
passes within the next 30 to 60 days
we can hope for construction to be
completed by the fall of 1974.”
The rink itself, he added, will be
of regulation size (85 by 200 feet)
with seating capacity of 2,000. The
six tennis courts will be located on
the lower level.
The cost for this building alone,
Hesterman added, “will equal half
the cost of the entire project”.

To elect AFT officers
The American Federation of
Teachers local here will elect
officers and ratify its constitution
at 2 p.m. Oct. 23 at a meeting in
A2033.

Visit Mexico through dining.
Enjoy excellent Mexican and
American

cuisine

with

Some of the benefits of the union,
according to Pete Russo, acting
president, are: members are in¬
sured for up to $250,000 by Life of
London; accident insurance is
available at special rates; a
hospitalization plan is available,
and each member receives a
subscription to the AFT monthly
newsletter.

Bob Kelley, of the Chicago AFT,
was present at Monday’s meeting
and discussed problems with some
of the faculty. Among the items
discussed is a membership drive
now being organized to recruit
The new local, officially sanc¬
more faculty members. About 20
tioned by the AFT, has received its
teachers from C / D are now in the
charter and seal.
union.

Mariachi music. Sing along
with Antonio.

20 percent discount for you
and your friends with college

More Than a Superstar

I.D. on food, beer and wine,

College reps
to visit here
Admissions representatives
from 18 colleges will be on campus
during October to talk with
students who plan to transfer to
four-year institutions.
Students may talk with them at
Planning Information Center for
Students, K128. No appointment is
necessary.
The list and dates:
OCT. is
Western Illinois University, Fred Doud, 9
a.m. to 2 p.m.
Creighton University, Tim Lannon, 9 to 11
a.m.
University of Illinois-Chicago Circle, Robert
E. Solty, 2 p.m. to 3 p.m.
University of Wisconsin-Whitewater, Nor
man Meeker, 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Huron College, Mrs. Susan Young, 10 a.m. to
1 p.m.
OCT 17
College of Pharmacy-University of Illinois,
Don Overcash, 9 a.m. to 12 p.m.
Northern Illinois University, Frank Hladik,
9:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.
OCT. 22
The American University, Terry L. McCook,
2 to 3 p.m.
Edgewood College, Miss Carol Reichen
berger, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
OCT. 24
U. S. Marine Corps, Capt. W. R. Brignon, 10
a.m. to 2 p.m.
St. Xavier College, Mrs. Mary Hendry, 1
p.m. to 3 p.m.
Illinois State University, Mike Alexander, 10
a.m. to 2 p.m.
Lewis University, Don Warzeka, 10 a.m. to 2
p.m.
OCT. 29
Loyola University of Chicago, John W
Christian, 10 a.m: to 1:30 p.m.
Loyola University Rome Center, Ms. Gladys
C. Saavedra, 10 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Wabash College, Jeffrey L. Baxter, 1:30'p.m.
to 2:30 p.m.
Eastern Illinois University, Murray L
Choate, 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Roosevelt University, Anthony Cichautk, 6 to
8 p.m.
OCT. 31
George Williams College, John Seveland, 9
a.m. to 12 p.m.
St. Ambrose College, Michael Scott, 9 a.m. to
10:30 a.m.

455 W. Roosevelt Rd.

Glen Ellyn, III.

For reservations phone 469-4354

A Free Christian Science Lecture
to be given by
George Louis Aghamalian, C.S.B.
Monday, October 8 at 8 p.m. in
First Church of Christ, Scientist
600 Main St., Glen Ellyn
All are welcome

FILMS ON JUNG

Three films on the life and work
of Swiss psychiatrist and
psychologist C. G. Jung will be
presented by Alpha college
Friday, Oct. 26, at 8 p.m. in Room
1000 A-hnilriincr
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This Is a literature class and part of the Science of Human Consciousness. The totally Involvii*
program keys down its intensity by pacing and varying the experience. - Photo by Bill Bork.

East meets West in Alpha
By James T. Ricker

Learning as an integrated ex¬
perience is the aim of Ann Kahalas
and Bill Myers, two instructors in
the ambitious 16-credit-hour
course Science of Human Con¬
sciousness.
The traditional college quarter
sees separate classes with dif¬
ferent instructors and teachers.
This Alpha-offered course seeks
rather to take the enrolled group of
students through four aspects of
education
—
psychology,
philosophy, literature and physical
education. In addition, the division
between eastern and western
thought is bridged by studying
examples of each individually and
in terms of the other.
An illustration of this can be
found in Dr. Vasavadas, who
teaches the philosophy section. He
is an East Indian with an education
in Jungian psychology which he
uses to illustrate the philosophies
of both east and west. The class
meets every Tuesday at his
apartment in Chicago.
Ann Kahalas is in charge of the
psychology section which meets in
the main classroom in Jill. Ex¬
plaining the outline of the course,
she emphasized this wasn’t an
independent,
student-organized
course, but rather an integrated
learning experience which strives
for an understanding of the dif¬
ferent aspects individually as well
as to each other.
The literature section is handled
by Bill Myers. He sees this course
as a chance to “integrate eastern
and western thought” in such ways
as letting modern psychology shed
light on an ancient eastern
religion. As an English major with
his masters from Indiana
University, he utilizes his
background for such things as
exploring the mystic tradition in
the west through Whitman, Blake,
Dante and others.
Finally, the physical education
aspect, which finds a major outlet
in yoga, is presented by Sue
Thomas.
A substantial reading list of both
east and west, as well as several
papers on each of the aspects of the
course, round out the four hours
daily except Thursday in the
classroom. Successful completion
of the course can apply un¬
dergraduate credit towards a
degree in all four segments
covered by the course.
Commenting on the significance
of the course to the teachers,
Myers explained he felt more
totally involved as a person by
meeting with the other sections.
Rather than being constantly cast
in the role of instructor, he can
assume the role of student learning

as well as person experiencing.
Invaluable feedback on his
teaching methods was also
provided by seeing what and how
anything covered by his section
was applied to related aspects of
other sections or used to shed light
on seemingly nonrelated concepts.
Ms. Kahalas concurred, stating it
was a more total experience for
the instructors.
One of the students is Ed Lud¬
wig, 30, an ex-Navy medic who is a
food service major.
A Buddhist for several years,
Ludwig has a positive attitude
about the course. Opposed to
traditional courses with irrelevant
texts and an attempt to “outguess”
the teacher, he sees this course as
INSURANCE POLICIES

getting it all together. From the
“strong vibes” and “flowing”
rhetoric of Dr. Vasavadas to the
600-page book on yoga due next
week, he finds a total learning
experience.
Asked of his career aims and
how this course applied, Ludwig
mentioned a desire to become a
teacher of food services. With the
total experience inherent in the
class, he finds it a help in bringing
himself together. Teaching is
showing yourself, as a “together”
individual, and is important in
getting across to students.
“Everyone of us is a seeker,” he
said, and this course is a new way
of seeking man’s eternal quest —
knowledge.
r-,.

,

college of DuPage offers an singers need men
optional health and accident in¬
Several openings exist in the
surance policy. Full coverage
from September 1973 to September tenor and bass sections of the
1974 is $33.00. Twenty-four hour College Singers.
accident coverage for one year is
College Singers will be
$15.00.. Forms are available in responsible for the musical en¬
Plaza 2H or K144.
tertainment at the first Madrigal
Many family policies do not Dinners to be held at the College
cover the college student after his Dec. 6 and 7. An Olde English
19th birthday.
dinner will be served in traditional
style, with such things as wassail
and figgy pudding. Those at¬
T.M. LECTURE HERE
An introductory lecture on tending will be invited to come in
Transcendental Meditation will be Elizabethan outfits if they desire.
presented Monday, Oct. 8, at 7:30
Traditional madrigals and
p.m. in A1013. Admission is free. carols by the College Singers, and
Tim Hipsher, a local teacher of tumbling and other appropriate
Transcendental Meditation, will entertainment will be presented.
lecture. After graduating from the
Rehearsals of the College
University of Illinois, Champaign- Singers will be held Tuesday and
Urbana, Tim spent a year studying Thursday from 11:30 a.m. to 12:45
in Europe with Maharishi Mahesh p.m. in the Choral Music Room, NYogi and became a qualified 5-3. Those interested please come
teacher of T.M. Since that time he to the next rehearsal, or call Dr.
has been teaching T.M. in the Carl Lambert at 858-2671 for
midwest area.
further information.

Precision Cycle
Mechanics’ School
Register now for evening classes
Mon.-Wed., Tues.-Thurs. 7-9 p.m.
Learn basic two and four stroke
theory, preventative maintenance,
high performance work. Call 6539010. 283 S. Gary, Carol Stream.

r

Presenting the 1973-74 Chaparral cheerleaders. Check ’em out First
row, Carrie Constantine. Second row, Jan Quinn, Sue Smith. Third
row, Karen Stagno, Anette Jensen, Patti Whitlock. Back row, Lori
Kivisto, Kathie Young. Photo by Randy BeMent.

6 Media interns
placed in area jobs
Six C/D students have been
placed in media internships in
area industries so far this fall,
Gary Bergland, media instructor,
announced.
The six interns are: Scott
Ferguson, Bell System; Gary
Persico, Chicago Bridge and Iron;
Diane
Schumacher,
Sears
Roebuck; James McDunn, Quaker
Oats; and Paul Tierney and Jeff
Mallory, Central DuPage Hospital.
“The internship represents a
partnership between industry and
the school to provide education,”
Bergland said. “The philosophy is
that we don’t want the cooperating
industry to feel the college is ex¬
ploiting them and we don’t want
the intern to feel exploited.”
According to Bergland, the
program works like this: a student
who feels he is eligible may apply
for an internship. Anyone may be
eligible but should have two
quarters of TV production.
This way the internships are
earned,” Bergland said. The
cooperating industry selects the

intern on the basis of an interview.
The students work two fullworking
days per week during each quarter
and are paid between $2.00 and 3.00
per hour. Five hours credit in
Media 299 is given for each in¬
ternship.
Bergland said he tries to visit
each intern on the job three times
each quarter. The students also get
together for two or three seminars
during the quarter. Each student is
required to keep a daily log and
must make a taped TV presen¬
tation of his experience at the end
of the quarter.
According to Bergland, there are
still some internships available,
and anyone wishing information
can get it in A-2053E.
Three students completed in¬
ternships during the summer
quarter.. Of these three, two have
returned for a second internship
with the same company and the
other has been hired for a full-time
job with the company where he
interned.
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Swistara runs wild;
gridders win, 21-14
For the second week in a row the
College of DuPage mounted a
strong running attack but unlike
the Wright game the Chaparrals
won over Thorton, 21-14 on the
losers field last Friday September
28.
Halfback Don Swistara, - a
product of Addison Trail seems to
be following in the footsteps of last
years rushing record holder Larry
Cunigan as he gained 143 yards in
21 carries. If he stays at the
present pace, Swistara would

become only the second Chaparral
in history to break the 1,000 yard
barrier.
DuPage Coach Dick Miller says
of Swistara, “He is not as big or
fast as Cunigan was, but he hits the
hole quickly and has good moves.”
Commenting on the rest of the
team Miller said, “I thought that
our offensive line played their best
game of the season. Our running
game was vastly improved from
our first two games.”
The first half was dominated by

Harriers extend streak
The College of DuPage cross
country team extended their
winning streak to four as they ran
over Thornton on September 25,1745 at the losers course and in a
triangular meet on October 2
defeating both Carrol College and
Concordia of River Forest at
Carrol by a score of 21-34-84.
Running on a somewhat rough
course, as far as footing went
C/Ds times against Thornton
were comparatively slow with the
previous weeks.
Tying for first place were Ron
Piro, Pat Moyer and Bob Lareau.
Following the top three was Steve
Lawrence who seemed to be back
in form after a bout with the flu.
Next came Greg Malecha, Dave
Cielak and Gary Brown.
C/Ds first real test came
against Carrol College and Con¬
cordia, both four year schools.
Carrol had previously shut out
Wright so DuPage knew they were
tough.
This was the first time the frosh
had run five miles and they
seemed to fare well as freshman
placed 2 and 3 for C/D. Chris
Ramsey of Carrol won the race in a
time of 26:43 and was followed
closely by C/Ds Ron Piro and
Kerry McPherson. Next came Bob

Lareau 4th, Gary Brown 5th and
Pat Moyer 7th all running strong
for C/D.
Summing up the meet Coach
Ottoson said, “I was happy to see 8
guys under 5 minutes at the mile”.
He went on to say “It was a good
warmup for the North Central
meet this weekend.”
Saturday DuPage will compete
at the North Central Invitational to
be held at North Central College,
11:00 a.m. in Naperville. Some of
the top four year schools in nor¬
thern Illinois will be competing on
the five mile course.
CROSSCOUNTRY
October

6, Sat., North Central In¬
vitational, A 11:00 A.M.
10, Wed., Joliet, H 4:00 P.M.
13, Sat., Milwaukee Tech. In¬
vitational, A 11:00 P.M.
17, Wed., Harper, A 4:00 P.M.
20, Sat., DuPage Invitational, H
11:00 A.M.
24, Wed., Illinois Valley, H 4:00
P.M.
27, Sat., Region IV at Elgin, A
11:00 A.M.
31, Wed., Conference at Thorn¬
ton, A 4:00 P.M.
November
10, Sat., NJCAA at Tallahassee,
Flordia

•jj,
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SPORTS

By Steve Bratton
Sports Editor
You hear about football from July to January. Golf seems to be
happening the year round now. Soccer is just coming on in America,
but you’re still not sure what all those guys are kicking that ball
around for. There’s one sport that involves just getting from point A to
DuPage with touchdowns scored point B by the most natural of methods. You ask, what sport can be so
by both Don Swistara and George simple without a million rules to screw things up?
Kokenes. C / D went into the locker
Running or cross country, as it is called in the fall, is one of the most
room at the half with a 14-0 lead. natural and purest sports carried on in this season. How can one get
C/Ds defense weakened in the closer to nature than by going right out into the countryside and
second half letting Thornton score becoming part of his surroundings and implementing the most natural
twice, one on a 44-yard pass play form of transportation ever devised — legs.
opening the fourth quarter.
Not many employ the use of this type of transportation better than
The Chaparral offense came this year’s C D cross country team. Head Coach Ron Ottoson says it
back mounting a time consuming is his “most talented ever.”
70-yard drive, with Swistara
Led by captains Gary Brown and Steve Lawrence, the harriers have
plunging over for the winning already won two meets easily, one over last year’s conference
touchdown from the one yard line champion, Wright. This success could have already sewn up the
with less than two minutes left in conference championship. In order to hold the conference meet at the
the game.
end of the season five teams have to participate and Illinois Valley,
Commenting on the weak which has always been included in the five, is not fielding a team this
showing of the defense Coach year. Hence, there probably won’t be a conference meet. All C D has
Miller said, “The defense, par- to do is win against the other N4C foes which should be a push-over.
Fielding one of the largest teams ever at C / D, this year’s harriers
ticulary the secondary, had their
worst game of the season. Even have some pretty high goals set for themselves. Coach Ottoson feels
though they held Thornton to 133 that these goals are easily within reach. No. 1 is the winning of con¬
yards rushing, they gave up 140 ference; No. 2 is winning the state Region IV meet Oct. 27 at Elgin. In
yards passing, which is too many C D’s favor at the state meet will be a flat course to run on. C / D has
yards, especially with a veteran been working out on the hills of Maryknoll all season. Of course, the
top goal for this years squad is to qualify for and place in the national
secondary like we have.”
Saturday the Chaparrals will meet to be held in Florida at the beginning of November. Right now
host Morton at North Central Coach Ottoson isn’t going to worry about nationals.
“We have to take one step at a time, right now we’re concentrating
College, in the traditional rivalry
for possession of “Old Gabe”, the on the state meet,” he says.
The key of the squad is freshman Ron Piro, a product of Wheaton
bugle symbolic of football
supremancy between the two North High School. Thus far in the season he is undefeated, with one of
his victories coming against last year’s three mile state champion Neil
schools.
Jareczek of Wright. Ottoson says, “Ron Piro has an excellent shot at
becoming C D’s first cross country All-American.”
FOOTBALL
Following Piro positions are up for grabs. Bob Lareau, first of a trio
October
from Hinsdale South and recently transfered from Eastern Illinois
6, Sat., Morton, H 1:30.
University, is an exceptionally strong distance runner. At Charleston
13, Sat., Northeastern Ill., A 2:00 he was No. 8 man mi the team. His senior year at Hinsdale he ran in the
20, Sat., Joliet-( Homecoming), H state meet, participating in the two mile.
1:30
Gary Brown, also from South and one of three returning letterman
27, Sat., Rock Valley, A 1:30
from last year’s squad, is in excellent shape compared with his con¬
November
dition last year at the same time. Freshman Pat Moyer ran as the No.
3, Sat., Illinois Valley, H 1:30
2 man at Maine East last year and is just starting to get into shape
10, Sat., Triton, A 1:00
after some missed workouts.
Steve Lawrence is proving to be one of the big surprises on the
squad. After a mediocre high school career, this sophomore earned
himself the No. 2 position on last year’s team and this year is pushing
to be in the top four. Greg Malecha from Naperville is going to be a
strong link with his consistently strong running both in workouts and
during meets.
The third member of the South trio from Hinsdale is Dave Cielak.
The
Women’s
Athletic Once called a plodder in high school this young freshman is getting
Recreation Association, stronger each week. Room does not permit me to expound on the rest
(W.A.R.A.) is a newly formed of the team but the way it looks now anybody can make just about any
group whose purpose is to sponsor positions on the squad. The guys have unlimited potential.
and direct womens athletics on
THOUGHTS WHILE RUNNING
campus.
Congratulations to head basketball coach Dick Walters on his
Administrative members in¬ receiving full status as both basketball coach and P.E. instructor. This
clude Pam Lyons, president; Sue recognition has been long overdue. As many know Coach Walters took
Fenrich, secretary; Margaret a somewhat weak program at C D and in a period of three years has
Timmons and Rita O’connor, turned C D into a perennial state power.
publicity.
Activities for the association
include badminton, vollyball and a
gymnastics team.
Presently the W.A.R.A. is
The College of DuPage In¬ trophies given for the league
seeking girls to assist as
Class
AA
tramural
Department officially championship.
managers, scorers and trainers.
Basketball will be held every
began
its
intramural
fall
quarter
Meets will be held on Mondays,
Tuesday and Thursday, from 12:30
Wednesdays and Fridays at 1:30. activities this week with in¬ to 2:30. Anyone interested in class
This years volleyball team beat tramural gymnastics. Intramural A may use this league for con¬
Northpark with scores of 15-4,3-15, gymnastics runs from 2:00 to 3:15 ditioning. Each student must
15-11. Coach June Grahn says that every Tuesday and Thursday until decide which league to play in. A
the team looks good but it ha^a December 13. Other upcoming student may play in both class AA
rough schedule. The next game intramural activities are:
Archery Tournament — This and A if he desires. Class A will not
will be at George Williams College
coming
Wednesday and Thursday, begin until November 12.
on October 9.
Flag Football will begin October
October 10 and 11. There will be
trophies given for both men’s and 15 and end November 7. Games
SWINGERS TRIUMPH
women’s competition. The men’s will be played every Monday and
The College of DuPage linksmen
competition will be held on Wednesday from 2:30 to 4:30.
competed in three matches over
Wednesday, October 10 and the Trophies will be given to the
the last two weeks nipping
women’s on Thursday, October 11. league champion. The playing
Thornton September 25 by one
There is no entry fee and entrants field is located south of the
stroke, 307-306 and earning a
will be furnished with equipment bookstore, just west of Lambert
second in the Second Annual Joliet
or may supply their own. The Rd. Flag football is expected to
Invitational held at Wedgewood
tournament will be held on the provide enthusiastic inter-college
Golf Course on the 27th of Sep¬
west side of the college gym¬ competition.
tember. Their most recent victory
Tug of War will be held on Oc¬
nasium.
was over both Elgin and Harper.
tober
17, from 2:00 to 3:00. A
Class AA Basketball will begin
The DuPage golfers most
on this coming Tuesday, October 9 trophy will be given to the winning
significant showing was at the
to 18. Class AA Intramural cluster. The tug of war site is
Wedgewood Golf Course where
basketball distinquishes itself T.B.H. and will be posted on the
they took second to what looks to
from class A basketball, in that bulletin boards.
be the best team in the state, Lake
Anyone interested in Intramural
class A is primarily for those who
County. Coach Salberg stated that
Activities
may obtain schedules,
are somewhat skilled in basket¬
this years team, on which the first
entry forms and additional in¬
ball,
where
class
AA
is
for
any
five golfers are sophomores, has
formation in the Intramural Office
the potential to be the second best student regardless of skill or (gym) or from your cluster
basketball ability. There will be
team in the state.
tramural chairman.
,

W.A.R.A.

organizes

Intramurals

C / D runners Pat Moyer, Ron Piro and Bob Lareau, left to right,
lead the Chaparrals to victory over Thornton, Tuesday, Se^25.
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